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FOREWORD

The Bureau of Educational Research and Services has, for sev-

eral summers, provided financial assistance to support faculty re-

search activities. This monograph represents the results of one of

those research activities.

Dr. Amy Glasser Dell was the recipient of a small sum of money

to assist in conducting this study, which has attempted to identify

and report about the nature of programs for preschool handicapped

children in North Dakota.

Programs involving handicapped children have--6-own rapidly in

recent years. The addition of programs dealing with, preschool

children has caused an even greater increase in relatively new pro-

grams. Several questions are posed in the study, and much data is

provided in attempts to respOnd to them.

The Bureau is happy to have been able to assist in the conduct

of this study, and is even more pleased to be able to provide this

written report of the findings.

Larry L. Smiley, Director
Bureau of Educational Research and Services
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Introduction

Since the passage of Piublic Law 94-142, interest in serving

preschool handicapped children in the state of North Dakota has

been increasing !,teadily.
Literature pointing to the effectiveness

of early intervention (e.g., as summarized in Tjossem, 1976 and

Farran, et al., 1980) has contributed to this interest, while fed-

eral and state incentive grants have helped make services to pre-

school children a reality. Presently over 35 programs in the state

are providing educational services to handicapped children under

the age of six, and several more are expected to develop in the

n'ar future. Due to the newness of the field, however, very little

information is available on the kinds oc services being provided.

While administrative information on funding sources, budgets, in-

cidences of handicapping conditions, and requirements for teachers

has been compiled, educational
issues such as program structure and

curriculum have not yet received close attention.

The purpose of this study is to examine the nature of pre-

school handicapped programs in North Dakota w4th particular focus

on curriculum and instruction. The research 4as designed to ad-

dress the following questions:

- Who is/are providing educational services to preschool hand-

icapped children?

- Now are these services being delivered?

- What teaching approaches are used in these programs?

- Which assessment and curriculum materials are used?
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- Are parents involved in the delivery of sexvices, and if so

what is the nature of their involvement?

- Are handicapped preschoolers being served in self-contained

programs or at.? they integrated with their nonhandicapped

peers?

- Do the programs serving preschool handicapped in this state

reflect the directi.ons of the field as expressed in the lit-

erature?

This monograph will begin with a summary of the trends and

concerns in the field of early childhood-spezial education as ex-

pressed in the literature. The second section will describe the

procedures used in this study including the survey instrument and

the population of respondents. The data will be summarized in the

third section and interpreted in the fourth. Emphasis will 1-,e

placed on interpreting the results in light of the state of the art

in the country as revealed by elle review of the literature in

ci"-

chapter 1.
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I. CURRENT TRENDS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED

The Handicapped Children's Early Education Program (HCEEP),

founded in 1969 following the passage of P.L.91-230, Title VI (the

Handicapped Children's Early Education Act), has resulted in the

establishment of several model preschool programs arovd the coun-

try. Demonstration projects such as the Portage Project (Shearer

and Shearer, 1976), the Read Project (Baker and Heifetz, 1976),

UNISTAPS (Northcott, 1972), the Rutland Center (Wood, 1975), and

the Down's Syndrome Programs at the University of Washington

(Hayden and Haring, 1976) have explored a wide range of services

and teaching approaches in their efforts to provide early inter-

vention to handicapped children.
Despite the variety of these pro-

grams, several common threads run through them. In this section,

the major components of these demonstration projects will be pre-

sented.

Children who are under the age of eight and are handicapped or

at-risk comprise the population being served by the model pre-

schools. Some programs, the High/Scope Preschool (Banet, 1979) and

the preschool program at the Institute for Rehabilitation Medicine

of New York University Medical Center (Gordon and Schwartz, 1976),

for example, sPrve only children from age three to six. Others,

such as the National Collaborative Infant Project (Haynes, 1976)

and the Meeting Street School Parent Program for Developmental

Management (PPDM: Denhoff and Hyman, 1976), focus their attention
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on infants and toddlers. Kiny demonstration projects start chil-

dren as soon as they are identified, often at birth or in early in-

fancy, and serve children through the preschool years. Model pro-

grams which serve the zero to six pcpulation include the Portage

Project, the preschool program at the Bill Wilkerson Heari, and

Speech Center (Horton, 1976), Bricker and Bricker's Infant,

Toddler and Preschool Projec_ (1976), Project SKI*HI of Logan, Utah

(for hearing impaired children) and the Model Preschool Center at

the University of Washington in Seattle.

The staff at most of these programs consists of teachers and a

variety of st.pport personnel. Many programs utilize a multidisci-

plinary or transdisciplinary approach (Allen et al., 1978), in

which a team of professionals, each from a different discipline,

work together to provide comprehensive services to each child. A

few programs have experimented with unconventional staffing pat-

terns such as utilizing high school _s_t_ticient.-s_ _and otter_ pairapit_de_s-

sional.. The group which represents the largest previouslN unused

resource is the one comprised of parents. Parents work Is part of

the team in almost every demonstration project; in fact, parent

involvement is one of the requirements of HCEEP. 1he rational( for

involving parents in early education programs for the banditwind

is summarized by Shearer and Shearer (1977). Levitt and Cohen

(1975) illustrate the variety of roles which parents have fulfilled

in early intervention programs. The Portage Project and the Na-

tional Collaborative Infant Project, for example, rely on parents

to serve as the primary teachers of their young children. Other

programs, such as the Down's Syndrome Program (preschool level),

(courage parents to carry on work at home which complements the

4
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services their children are receiving at a center. In addition,

several programs attempt to provide support services and/or parent

education classes for parents. Lillie and Trohanis (1976) provide

an excellent summary of the scope of model parent programs. They

describe "four dimensions" of parent programs: providing emotional

support for parents, exchanging information, developing parent par-

ticipation, and facilitating positive parent-child interactions.

The service delivery systems utilized by the demonstration

projects usually involve instruction in ,children's homes and/or a

preschool center. (In addition, several provide technical assis-

tance and consultative services, and a small number provide pre-

natal care). Some provide only a home-based program (e.g., the

Portage Project); others provide only a center-based program (e.g.,

the Rutland Center); and still others provide some combination of

home and center (e.g., the PEECH Project--Precis rally Education

of Children_ with Handicaps, a gram at the iniversicy of

Illinois, Champaign-Urbana). In gener. , of the programs

which emphasize home programming are either .in rur. area, and/or

involve infants and toddlers.

One of the most striking differences among the model programs

lies in their approach to teaching. Karnes and Zehrbach (1977)

identify six theoretical approaches evident in the model preschool

programs but add that "they do not usually exist in a pure or

simple form:

0.)t hdtnation; precision-teaching with a heavy emphasis

on language development: precision teaching based on de-

velopmental guidelines in the areas of gross and fine

motor development, self help and social skills and cog-

nitive language development; behavior modification; cog-

nitiv dvloyment instruction based on the work of

Piag.:q; and the creation of a learning environment, with

5
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a particular emphasis on the physical aspects W that
environment (pp. 21-22).

Anastaoiow (1978) categorizes the differing theoretical approaches

into four types: the normal developmental model, which is derived

from preschools for normal children; the behavioral model, which

stems primarily from the .xperimental analysis of behavior; tb.2

cognitive ievelopmental model, which "translates Piagetian develop-

ment principles into strategies for classroom programs," and the

cognitive learning model, which "combines Piagetian and/or cogni-

tive theory with the experimental analysis of behavior" (p. 89).

In addition to developing viable prorom.es -for early intcr-

vention, these model programs have demonstrated the value of two

major trends in the field--the use of program-related assessment

procedures and the integration of handicapped preschoolers with

their nonhal.dicapped peers. Conventional standardized tests have

never been satisfactory with young handicapped children. i4ith few

exceptions (the Bayley Scales of Infant Development being one),

most of the popular norm-referenced tests are eulturalle biased,

inappropriate for use with handicapped children, and/or cetrelatcd

Ed preschoolers' educational programs. Hein (1079) pfovide, a con -

else criticism of standardized tests as they relate to young child-

ren, and Vincent, et al. (199(1) point out the particular problems

with kindergarten screening tests.

Recent effort, have focused on alternative procedures Co the

assessment of .oung handicapped children. (.uunoe (1974) advocates

1.14:at,: use at informal assessment; Hein (1979) concurs: "Obser-

vation in the natural setting is the basis for understanding ehil-.



dren." Bricker and Carlson (1980) recommend an "assessment linked,

intervention." Their list pjf criteria for such assessment instru-

ments include:

The evaluation instrument should reflect the curriculum

couLent of the intervention effort; and

The evaluation instrument should have enough f!exibilit

to allow for use with a wide range of handicapped chil-

dren (p. 46).

Several recently developed tests which meet these criteria and/tc

utilize informal observation procedures are worth noting. These

include Izgiris and Hunt's Ordinal Scales of Tniant_ysl.trhIpilisal

pyveltIment (1975), an evaluation ft:r children birth to 2'. (devel-

opmertal age) based on Piaget's printiples of sonsorimttor devel-

opment; the leyelhort ntal Therapy Oblctiyes . Rat irig form

Wood, 1975), a developmental checkli,t which follows the psycho-

dynamic curriculum developed at the Rulland renter; iiriante':. In-

vcfiou of EarE byvelorlent; and the !yarning Accyr2lishment Pro-

file-BiaEnttc Edition, a tomprhnsive critcrion-ryfcrcnctd t, ,t

developeu at the Chapel Hill Outreath Protect.

Hacu-,ermavn's heyelolmental Potential of Pre,theoE Children

(1958). although an older procedure, meek, Briticti .nd Carlson's

criteria and 1, particularly informative with ph.,itall handicap_

pcld Lhildren.

The second trend in the field of cariv intervention pretitc-

it4ted U the demonstratioi proitLts is OK Integration of baud).-

capped preschoolers with their nonhanditapped peer,,. .\ list of

model pre,hool programs which are mainstreamed ineludt tin ixper-

imtntal Preschool .4 the National Children's Center (Curalnick,

1978, the Rutland Center Preschool Program (Wood, I975). the High.
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Scope Preschool (Ispa and Matz, 197'), UNISTAPS Northcott, 1978),

and Bricker and Bricker?s Infant, Toddler and Preschool Prbject

(1976): dl of these programs recognize the unique contribution

which peer relationships make to young children's cognitive and

social development (Johnson and Johnson, 1980). Social inter-

actions are seen as being at least as valuable as "academic" as-

pects of the preschool ,curriculum.

Peer relations are not luxuries in human development...

They contribute to the acquisition of basic social and

communicative skills in a manner that interactions with
adults cannot or will not produce (Hartup, 1978, p. 28).

The literature, previously ambivalent, is now beginning to

show empirical support for mainstreamings particularly ht the pre-

school level. True integration of handicapped preschoolers with

nonhandicapped children has been shown to be effective in several

recent studies (Dunlor, er al., 1980; Peterson, et al, 1977;

t

Peterson and 'aralick, 1977; and Kennedy, et al., 1976). In ad-

dition, Bricker (1978) provides an excellent summit-% of the ratio-

nale for mainstreaming preschool children, dividing the numerous

arguments into social-ethical, legal-legislative, and psLholog-

ical-educational issues.

In addition to the issues discu ,ed above in relation to th.

demonstration preschool projects, reta.nt literature points to a

number of trends which are occurring in the area of curriculum and

instruction. Social and emotional development are no longer sec-

ondary concerns in the field of preschool handica[ped eduLa'ion.

Rather, these areas of child development have become the focus of

serious study and attention. Johnson and his colleagues (1980)

summarize the research on infants' smiles and laughter, fears and

anxieties, and surprise reactions and conclude that affective de-



velopment, is closely tied in with cognitive'development. They then

discuss the implications of this for the assessment and education

of severely handicapped children. Elkind (1979) relates academic

achievement to emotional attachment in young children and stresses

the importance 6f recognizing children's "personal curriculum

needs" in addition to their needs in developmental and school cur-

"'",...

ricula. Developmental Therapy, a curriculum for emotionally dis-

turbed children aged 2 to 14 which was developed ar the Rutland
/

Center in Georgia (Wood, 1975), focuses on teaching children to ex-

press their needs and feelings, cooperate in group efforts, and

function independently of their teachers. Knoblock and Barnes

(1979) describe a preschool program which is based on tit model

nd which integrates severely emotionally distu. cd children with

no disabled children. The :'partner" relationships which develop

between the disturbed children and the nondisabled children are

--Seen as critical -for [lee success of their intervention.

Researchers in the area of languag0 intervention also identify

social and emotional development as major concerns. In their de-

scription of an intervention .ppfoach for communicatively handi-

capped infants and young children, Bricker and Carlson (1980)

write: "We are convinced that the development of social/affective

forms of,-behavior deserve our explicit attention" (p. 37). Mahoney

and Weller (1980:, in their article "An Ecological Approach to Lan-

guage Intervention," stress the importance of "who does the Ian-

goage training" and "the people present during language training".

They underscore the notion that "social communication is the core

_,,component of language intervention" (p. 30).

-t
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This shift in emphasis of curricular content is paralleled by

a shift in teaching approaches. Bricker and Carlson (1981, p. xxx)

discuss the kinds of changes which need to take place.

...Sensorimotor, affective, & early language tehavioi are

closely related & often inseparable. This premise has

implications for intervention programs. Most impor-

tantly, it suggests that an intervention approach with

young children might be most logically and effectively

formulated by the coordination of training targets across

related domains of behavior rather than by developing

isolated training that focuses on single behavioral do-

mains... It is believed that many interventionists pro-

ceed in this fashicn implicitly. There are still teach-

ers, however, who compartmentalize their instructions,

and thus fail to encourage and reinforce language pro-

duction outside the intervention session.

Schiefelbusch (1980) focuses on a change in theoretical approaches:

"There is a discernible trend toward combining cognitive and behav-

ioral approaches to language learning" (p. 10), and Anastasiow

(1979) identities the cognitive-learning model- of Bricker and

Guralnick as the direction in which )reschool handicapped programs

need-to go. In a recent article (1981), he elaborates on this

trend.

A major shift has occurred in psychology in the past four

years...The shift is from behaviorism or stimulus-re-

sponse theories of learning to positions that are

more cognitive in orientation...The trend is to draw upon

the cognitive...and perceptual...theorists' ideas or hy-

potheses of how humans function and learn, and to use be-

havioral principles in organizing and arranging the

learning environment...

...Early childhood education programs need to be more

closely built on this more complex view of learning and

development. Bricker's (1978), Guralnick's (1978) and

other cognitive learning programs will be used as models

for a new generation of early childhood programs...Teach-

ers need to understand that handicapped children have

more in common with normal children in terms of basic

needs than is currently believed, particularly in the

areas of,emotional development and the need for creative

play...(p. 277-278)...

Play has long been an emphasis vf early childhood programs,

15
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but it is only

capped children

its complement,

recently that its value in the education of handi-

has been recognized. The importance of play and

the manipulative environment, are discussed by

Kamii and DeVries (1977) and Chance (1979). Banet (1979) describes

how these are incorporated into a preschool program which inte-

grates handicapped children. He points out the close relationship

between active learning and the remediation of language impairments.

,For children with language delays or impairments, the

active concrete experiences provide a context and a rea-

son to talk with others. In the course of such experi-

ences, peers can act as both models and sources of rein-
forcement. Asking other children for materials or equip-
ment or describing what one has accomplished to the

teacher are ideal ways for the child to utilize the
language he is learning. This is language that is pur-
poseful, social, and generalizable outside the classroom
(p. 200).

Bricker and Carlson (1981) agree Yith this position and add:

it is discouraging to view program after program in which

language intervention is conceived and executed as two

daily 30 minute training sessions...A more effective for-
mat is to superimpose the language instruction over the

many training a,:tivities that occur daily in the child's

life (p. 43).

The trend, then, appears to be a convergence of the develop-

mental concerns of early childhood education with the technological

know-how of special education.

Behaviorism (task analysis or applied oehavior analysis)

will be used as a technology of program construction and

implementation while cognitive theories will be used as

the theoretical basis to account for and describe human

behavio;. (Anastasiow, 1981, p. 277).

Simplistic views of teaching by reinforcement and punishment are

fast becoming obsolete in the field of preschool handicapped ed-

.

ucation. The active role of the handicapped child in the learning

process and the inter-relationship of all aspects of the curriculum

are replacing behavioral perceptions of the child as a passive

11
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learner in a curriculum which was highly segmented. It is expected

that as research on early development of handicapped and nonhandi-

capped children grows, these trends will emerge as the state-of-

the-art in early intervention.

12 .
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II. PROCEDURES

A survey instrument was developed to gather qualitative in-

\ formation on programs in North Dakota which served handicapped

childrpn under the age of seven during the 1980-1981 school ,ar.\

The questionnaire was, of necessity, extensive; it was jLidged that

a shorter form would not provide the kind of detail needed to reach

\he goals of the study. Most of the questions were written in mul-

tiple choice format. Many choices were provided and a category of

"other" was included with each question in order to encourage the

recording of precise information. Selected issues were investi-

gated using open-ended questions. Appendix A contains a copy of

the survey.

The limitations of studying preschool programs with only writ-

ten information as data (Day, 1977) was noted, but neither funds

nor time were available for travel around the state which would be

necessary for observations of each program in operation. Conse-

quently, the real data in this study consists of respondents' per-

ceptions of their programs. It is hoped that the extensive nature

of the survey instrument and the careful wording of questions com-

pensate in part for the lack of objective observations.

Five major topics were covered by the questionnaire: the pop-

ulation being served, the teaching staff, parent involvement, pro-

gram curriculum, and teacher and program needs. The first topic,

student population, was included to gain a picture of the kinds of

children being taught by the respondents, not for the purposes of

13
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estimating the numberl of children served in the state. The ques-

tions on teaching staff focused on the teachers themselves--their

number in each program and their prior teaching experience, and on

the support personnel- -the natur# and frequency of their participa-
\

tion in the prograM's studied. Two questions inquired about the

administrative staff. The questions on parent involvement delved

into the nature of teacher-parent contacts, teachers' roles in par-

ent training, and teachers' expectations of parents, as well as the

simpler issues of the amount of time teachers spent wiw parents

and parents spent working with their children.

The fourth topic, program curriculum, was the most complex.

Several different kinds of questions were asked in order to provide

a variety of data on which to base a picture of the teaching ap-

proaches used. Items on the interview form developed by Coodlad,

Klein, and Novotney for their study of preschools in the United

States (1973) were used as a model and adapted for the purposes of

this study. Areas examined which relate to curriculum were service

delivery systems (for example, home based vs. center based pro-

grams), room arrangements of preschool centers, the use and acces-

sibility of toys and materials, assessment instruments used, re-

spondents' perceptions of their curricular approach and the em-

phases of their curriculum, curriculum kits and materials used, the

use of field trips, and the categorizing of activities into those
( --

which were primarily teacher-directed and those which encouraged

children's choices.

The final topic, teacher and program needs, probed resron-

dents' opinions of their program's space, their time with children

and parents, the teaching staff, the administration and supervision

19
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of their program, and their own training needs. In addition, the

opportunities for respondents' interactions with other profes-

sionals in the field was studied.

Survey forms were sent in late September 1980 to all prac-

ticing teachers of preschool handicapped children in the state of

North Dakota. The newness of the field coupled with the relativ^ly

low population of this rural state permitted tnis inclusiveness.

Teachers were identified with the aid of the annual directory pub-

lished by the Department of Public Instruction (Special Education

Personnel in North Dakota: 1980) and through telephone conver-

sations with professionals around the state. Included we.'e public

school teachers, special needs coordinators from Headstart pro-

grams, personnel from infant stimulation programs operated by com-

minity mental health centers, teachers in programs administered by

the Department of Institutions (e.g., Grafton State School and the

North Dakata School for the Deaf), and preschool teachers in two

private schools. In addition, surveys were sent to the teachers

in two programs for deaf-blind students since these prog:ams served

children seven years and under. Survey forms were not sent to per-

sonnel in agencies such as speech clinics an1 out-patient physical

N

therapy clinics which provide therapeutic services to all ages. A

total of 87 survey instruments .was mailed. Appendix B lists all

of the programs in the state which were sent questionnaires, and

Appendix C contains a map of the state to show their geographic

distribution. The data was coded and computerized using the Stat-

istical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Information which

could not be quantified, such as answers to open-ended questions,

was compiled by hand and combined with the computerized results.

15
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III. RESULTS

Fifty-one of the 87 surveys mailed were returned (59%). When

the return rate is examined in terms of the percentage of programs

which are actually represented, the figure is considerably higher

(82%). A small number of respondents completed the questionaaire

for their entire program, while the majority included information

on their class or case-load only. In addition, a few surveys were

inadvertently,sent to individuals who were no longer with a program.

The make-up of the respondents was as follows: Thirty -five respon-

dents (69%) were at the time of the survey employed by public

schools. They represent 18 public school programs. Only two

public school programs are not included in these r-)suits. Five out

of the state's eight Headstart programs are represented (one re-

spondent from each), as are two out of four infant stimulation pro-

grams (three respondents). Four respondents representing four

separate programs were teaching in programs at state institutions;

two were teaching in private schools, and one was providing

services through a mental health center. In summary, the 51 re-

spondents represent 32 out cf 39 programs from around the state.

Population being Served

Table 1 summarizes the data from question one, "How many chil-

dren are you currently serving?" The mean number of children per

respondent was 12.5. If the variable of population is viewed as

an indicator of the size of a program, it can be seen that there

17
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was a fairly even distribution (36%, 36% and 29Z) between programs

which were small (serving less than 10 children), medium (serving

10 to 18 children), and large (serving more than 19 children). The

second survey question regarding the population being served was

addressed to the degree of the children's handicapping conditic.s.

These results are summarized in Tabg(1112. Only a small percentage

of respondents were serving more than 11 children of any one degree

of handicapping condition at the time of this study (10Z, 187, 47

for mildly, moderately and severely handicapped respectively).

Much rn,,re frequent was the category of one to five. Mildly handi-

capped and moderately handicapped children were found in the

greatest number of respondents' programs (a total of in; each).

Severely handicapped children were found in 567 of respondents'

programs; the reverse of this indicates that 422 of the preschool

handicapad teachers who responded to the survey were not serving

youngsters with severe handicaps. In addition, moz-t respondent,

who did serve severely handicapped children were strving fewer th-n

five (4270. Only 18/ were serving more than six ,everelv handi-

capped children.

TABLE 1

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS INDICATING

NUMBER OF CHILDREN SERVED

Number of
Children Served

Percent of

Respondents

1-5 16

6-9 20

10-18 36

19-+- 29

18
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TABLE 2

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS INDICATING

NUMBERS OF CHILDREN IN PROGRAMS BY THE DECREE OF

THEIR HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS

Number Of Children Scrved By Responders

Degree of Handicapping Conditions 0 1-5 6-10 11+

Mildly Handicapped 22% 36% 32% 10%

Moderately Handicapped 227 55% 16% 8%

Severely Handicapped 42% 42% 14% 4%

Not Handicapped 84% 4:: 2% 10%

The largest figure in Table 2, 84Z, represents the percentage

of resoondents whose programs for preschool handicanned children

were self-contained, that is, they did not include children who

sere not handicapped. Of the 167 who were working.in mainstreamed

programs, four were Headstart personnel and three were from public

school programs.

The population being served by respondents was also examined

in terms of categories of handicapping Londitions. fable 3 pre-

sents the percentages ot respondents serving fewer than five, six

to-ten, and 11 or more of the specified handicapping conditions.

A wnetil patter! emerges. The highest percentages fall in the

hero and one -to -five range. The number of teachers serving six-to-

tL% children ot a nandicapping condition was comparatively low;

lower still were those serving 11 or more of on_ handicapping con-

dition. More than half of the teachers surveyed were not serving

children whose primary handicapping condition was a visual impair-

. IQ
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TABLE 3

PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS INDICATING

NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN PROGRAMS BY

THE CATEOGRY OF THEIR HANDICAPPING CONDITION

0

Number of Children Served
1-5 6-10 11+

Physically Handicapped 357: 55% 67 6%

Visually Impaired 692 28% 0 27

Hearing Impaired 66% 267 47 27

Developmentally Delayed 27% 447 167 87:

Speech & Language Problems 29% 407 671 247

Behavior Problems 51% 46% 0 0

Multiply Handicapped
(combinations of above)

41% 367 14%

problem

87

(51Z).
ment (69%), hearing impairment (66%) or behavior

The only handicapping condition which was, found in great quantity

in any one program was speech and language problems (24% indicated

that they serve 11 or more children with this handicap). Table 4

contains the mean number of children per respondents' programs

having each of the handicapping conditions listed.

The multiple handicaps described by respondents varied widely

.nd included such combinations as developmental oelay/spee(h and

language problem, physical handicap/mental retardation, Down's Svn-

,

drome/visual impairment/hearing impairment, deaf/blind, and hydro-

cephalus. A small number of respondents added other handicapping

conditions such as poor fine-motor coordtlation (3 children), en-

zyme deficiency (1), emotional adjustment (3), Cri du Chat Syndrome

20



TABLE 5

MEAN NUMBER OF CHILDREN PER

HANDICAPPING CONDITION

Conditions Mean*

Developmentally Delayed 5.6

Speech and Language Problems 5.4

Multiply Handicapped 3.1

Physically Handicapped 2.6

Hearing Impaired 1.1

Behavior Problems 0.9

Visually Impaired 0.7

*Rounded off to the nearest .1

(1) and post trauma physical impairment (3).

The ages of the children in the programs surveyed was the next

area of inquiry. Figure 1 summarizes the results of this question.

There is a clear increase in the number of children served by pre-

school Imndicappcd programs as their ages increase from infancy to

C. and a clear decrease as their ages iicrease from 5', to

seven. The age group 5-5t2 was served by the greatest number of re-

sptldents' (732). The second L rgest age groups in respondents'

programs were 5',-6 (59%). 474'1 (59Z), and 5-5'2 Ihe num-

btr of programs serving children under the age of three was ex-

tremely low, with 207. of respondents serving toddlers (1'.-3 years),

147 serving infants between the ages of six to 18 months, and 67,

(three programs) serving children from birth to six months. Of this

youngest group, it is worth noting that each of these three pro-

21



grams served two or fewet infants when this surve, was completed.

In fact, far the total infant and toddler age group (birch to three

years), only four respondents indicated that the served more than

three to five children. A sirialar decrease in th, number of chil-

dren served is apparent at the older end of the scale. Of the 49'

of respor,I:nts who were serving six to seven year olds, 42' were

serving fewer than five. Similarly , of the 14°, who served ,nildren

age 7 and above,.only served more than five.

respondent!
serving

90;
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Kindergarten (20% total), and self-contained placements, such as

-Primary TMH (16% total), Severely/Multiply Handicapped (12% total),

Emotionally Disturbed (6% total), and Learning Disabilities (6% to-

tal). The most common future placement, was the Preschool Handi-

capped Program: 54% indicated that one to five of their students

would be placed in such a progrm, and 26% indicated that six or

more of their children would remain in a Preschool Handicapped Pro-

gram. First Grade with a Resource Room or other special help was

the second most common expected placement (38%: one to five; 10%:

six or more). A regular First Grade class ranked third, and a Pri-

mary Educable Mentally Handicapped class ranked fourth. The 18% of

the respondents who checked "other" mentioned the following pos-

sible placements (each one for fewer than five children): Self-

contained Kindergarten, Self-contained Hearing-Impaired, Combina-

tion of Learning Disabilities -2lass and First Grade, and lleadstart.

Staff

Table 6 addresses the number and roles of staff in North

Dakota's programs for preschool handicapped (h.ldren. The un-

expected figure of zero teachers for 4; of the programs is ex-

plained by the fact that services in these two oroo ,111,. were pro-

vided by a coordinator and/or aides only. A clear majority of rc-

spondents (o57) indicated that their program .as staffed by one

teacher only. --The number of respondents theckang_ rwo or -)arc_

teachers was simall, and many of these responcents worked in one

large program.

Table 7 summarizes the respondents' prior teaching experience.

23
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TABLE 5

RESPONDENTS' EXPECTATIONS REGARDING FUTURE

EDUCATIONAL PLACEMENTS OF THEIR STUDElkS

Expected Placement
in One Year 0/

Remain in Infant Prog. 84%

Preschool Hand. Prog. ` 18%

Regular Preschool/Day Care 90%

Kindergarten 80%

Kindergarten with',Resource 69%

Room (with special help)

1st Grade 61%

1st Grade with Resource Room
(or special help)

51%

Primary EMU (self-contained) 65%

Primary TMH (self-contained) 84%

ED (self-contained) 94%

LD (self-contained) 94%

Severely or Multiply 88%

Handicapped

Other 827

Number of children
1-5 6-10

6% 8%

54% 14%

6% 2%

18% 27

22% 6%

242, 8%

38%

25'

307 4%

167

6%

6

10% /%

18%

11-20 21+

2%

8% 4%

2%

2%

6%

2Z

TABLE 6

STAFF PER PROGRAM

0 1 2-5 6+

Tea(her(s) 4% 65% 16% 12%

Teacher Aides 31% 35% 327 67

Support Personnel 22% 10% 42% 24%

28
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Sixty-six percent had taught for four] or More years before the

survey was taken, but only 34% had taught preschool handicapped

children for that amount of time. Of those, only 8% had taught

preschool handicapped children for more than five years. :The ma-

jority (62%) had been teaching in this field for three years or

less.
TABLE 7

TEACHER'S PRIOR EXPERIENCE

Years Teaching

1 year or less 16%

2-3 years 18%

4-10 years S6%

11+ years 10%

Years Te hing

Preschool Handicapped

22%

40%

34%

The picture for leacher aides is different. There is an even

distribution among none (31%), one (35%) and two to five (32%).

This parallels the distribution among small, medium, and large pro-

grams. In examining the figures for support personnel, the reader

will note that 22% of respondents reported that there were no sup-

port personnel associated with their program, and that 10% had only

one. The majority, however, appear to have had access to support

services, with 42% reporting 2-5 and 24% indicating six or more

support personnel providing services.

The kinds of suppo srsonnel and the frequency of the ser-

vices they provided to the programs was the topic of the next three

questions. Table 8 lists in numerical order the percentages of

respondents whose programs included services provided by various

25



TABLE 8

SUPPORT PERSONNEL

Sup #rt personnel % Respondents

Spee /Language Therapist 88

Oc pational Therapist 63

Physical Therapist 61

Nurse 43

School Psychologist 43

Social Worker 39

Other 43

Consulting Teacher/
Coordinating Teacher

Learning Disabilities Teacher
Family Therapist
Physical Education Teacher
Vision Consultant
Tutor
Home-bound Teacher
Nutritionist
Dorm Counselor

A

Audiologist
Habilitation Consultant
Case Manager
Hearing Consultant
OT/PT Aide
Student

44'

support personnel. The speech/language therapist was clearly the

most frequently used professional, with 887 indicating this. Close

seconds were the occupational therapist (63%) and the physical

therapist (61%). The nurse, the school psychologist, and the

social worker were used in less than half of the respondents' pro-

grams. Additional support personnel is listed -under "Other" in

Table 8. Although the number of programs utilizing any one indi-

vidual was extremely low (between 21-16%), this list includes valu-



TABLE 9

FREQUENCY OF SUPPORT PERSONNEL PROVIDING

SERVICES TO CHILDREN

Frequently* Occasionally+

When
Needed

No Response
or not ap-
plicable

Speech/Language 75% 8% 4% 8%

Therapist

OccupationaT\ 38% 20% 10% 32%

Therapist ---.

Physical Therapist 40% 10% 12% 34%

Nurse 10% 14% 18% 53%

School Psychologist 4% 8% 26% 59%

Social Worker 8% 4% 20% 69%

Other
(includes list from

18% 4% 76%

Table 9 plus foster
Grandparent)

*Daily to 2-3 times per week
+Once per week to once per month

able suggestions for alternative staffing patterns.

Tables 9 and 10 provide data on the frequency of services

provided by support personnel to the children themselves and to the

respondents on a consulting basis. A comparison of these tables

with Table 8 is useful. With one exception (the speech/language

therapist) the figures under "frequently" are substantially lower

than the figures in Table 8. In other words, although support per-
... ...

sonnel were included in a large number of programs (as shown in

Table 8), their actual involvement was not as extensive as it orig-

inally appeared. A second finding from this data is that support

services provided directly to the children were on a more frequent

27
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basis than consultations with respondents. The number of people

checking "not applicable" or not responding to the question on con-

sulting with support personnel was consistently higher than the

number under.'frequency of direct service. In both Tables 9, and 10,

the nurse, school p ..ychologist, and social worker appear to be used

primarily when needed, kith only a few respondents checking fre-

quent or occasional services for each of these.

TABLE 10

FREQUENCY OF SUPPORT PERSONNEL

CONSULTING WITH. RESPONDENTS

Frequently* Occasionally+

When
Needed

NR or
NA

Speech/Language 28% 36% 6% 22%

Therapist

Occupational 14% 24% 10% 43:-t

Therapist

Physical Therapist 18% 160 10% 51%

Nurse 6% 12% 14% 63%

School Psychologist 2% 10% 20% 65%

Social Worker 4% 10% 16% 69%

Other 4% 8% 86%

*Daily to 2-3 times per week
+Once per week to once per month

The final inquiry about staff related to the administration

and supervision of the prcgrams. The results of these questions

are found in Tables 11 and 12. Particularly notable is the high

percentage (74%) of programs which were administered by tile public

schools. The number of programs administered by non-public school

32_
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agencies was extremely low (22%). Table 12 shows that almost/ half

(49%) of the respondents were responsible directly to the director

of their special education unit. Thirty-one percent were super-

vised by a coordinator, usually an individual who in turn was re-

sponsible to the director.* Very few respondents considered their

building principal to be their direct supervisor. Interestingly,

at least one institutional program was directly supervised by three

different agencies, the Department of Institutions, the Department

of Public Instruction, and local special education tnits.

TABLE 11

ADMINISTRATION OF PROGRAMS

Administered by: % Respondents

Public School

Special Education Cooperative 45

Local School District 29

Total 74

Non-public School

Mental Health Center 6

State Department(s) 8

Other (includes Private Board 8

of Directors, Local, and
Federal Government)

Total 22

Parent Involvement

The frequency of contacts between respondents and parents

ranged from 2-4 times a year to every day. Table 13 presents this

29
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TABLE 12

DIRECT SUPERVISOR

Supervised by: 7 Respondents

Director of Special Education 49

Prograr Coordinator 31

Other: Includes: 26

Principal

Superintendent
Agency Director
Speech and Hearing Coordinator
Institutional Personnel
Community Representative

-

data. Only 10% of respondents checked 2-4 contacts a year. This

figure included one Headstart program and two programs at state

institutions. The majority of respondents indicated more frequent

contacts, either weekly or monthly. A small percentage (15%)

checked every day. The nature of these parent contacts is the sub-

ject of Table 14. The most frequent contacts with parents (88%)

involved IEP and/or Placement meetings, and telephone conversations.

Less than half the respondents checked loaning of toys

and/or teaching materials to parents (45%), holding group meetings

for parents (43%) and observations of parents teaching at

home (41%)

Half of the respondents indicated that parents were expected

to-spend some amount of-time-working-with their -children at-home.

Twenty-four percent checked 1-3 hours a week, while 22% checked

4-6 hours a week. Only two respondents expected parents to work

with their children seven or more hours a week. The remaining 50%

34
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TABLE 13

FREQUENCY OF PARENT CONTACTS

Frequency % Respondents

2-4 times/year 10

Every 2-4 weeks 32

Every week 24

Every day 15

Varies with child 20

TABLE 14

NATURE OF PARENT CONTACTS

*'azure of Parent Contacts Respondents

IEP and/or Placement Meeting

Telephone Conversations

Informal Discussions at Home

Notes and/or Newsletters Sent Home

Parent-Teacher Conferences

Children's Arri7al & Departure Times

Teaching Demonstrations at Home

Loaning of Toys and/or Teaching

Materials

Group Meetings for Parents

Observations of Parents Teaching at home

Other: Including
Test Interpretations &Screening
Regular Follow-up
Resident Staffing
Parents Observing at Center

88%

88%

80%

78%

71%

71%

55%

4 5%

43%

41*--

12%
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did not answer this question or checked not applicable. Table 1

lists (in their own words) respondents' expectations regarding the

role of parents in their service delivery system. These expecta-

tions are divided into formal and informal activities. Carrying

out prescribed activities clearly heads this list. Twenty-three

respondents included this expectation, with five specifying that

the activities were "drills." Keeping written' rec-rds, eittar an-

ecdotal or in the form of L arts, was the second most frequent ex-

pectation.

TABLE 15

RESPONDENTS' EXPECTATIONS OF PARENTS

Expectations of Parents it Respondents

FORMAL ACTIVITIES:

Carry out prescribed activities 23

Keep written records 10

Observe in classroom ccgularly 5

Attend regular meetings 4

Learn behavior management techniques 1

Serve on Policy Council

INFORMAL ACTIVTTIES

Observe in classroom (whenever)

Volunteer to help in classroom (whenever)

Interact and play with child daily

--TWiew-thild'g-work-&-diecugs-with him

Attend socials

Serve cn Committees

Communicate effectively with child

Enroll child in recommended services

Help child attend regularly

all 1 or 2

3$
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The companion qqestion to respondents' expectations Of the

role of parents in their programs was the role of the respondent in

instructing or supporting parents. A compilation of respondents'

descriptions of these roles is found in Table 16. The most fre-

quently occurring answers parallel the most frequent response in

Table 15, that is, explaining and demonstrating teaching activ-

ities/tasks to parents (13 each). On-going supervision of home

programming is the third'iiem on the list, and conducting meetings/

workshops for parents is the fourth.

Curriculum:

The subject of curriculum is so encompassing that a breakdown

of this section was necessary. Five sub- headings will divide this

section--Service Delivery System, Room Arrangement, Materials, As-

sessment Procedures, and Teaching Approach. Each of these topics,

although presented separately, is closely related to the other four

and must be considered with reference to them.

Service Deliver% System

Almost half of the respondents' programs (49Z) were primarily

center-based. This means that the teacher's main responsibility

was to plan and operate a preschool or other group program which

her students attended regularly. Seven respondents (14%) indicated

that their programs were primarily home-based, that is, the chil-

dren were visited at home by the teacher, and teaching was con-

_

ducted by both the teacher and the parents. Over a third of the

respondents (37/.) Checked that their programs were a combination of

home and center. Some of these programs provided programming at a

center with regular home visits to each child. Others provided

33
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TABLE 16

TEACHERS' ROLES: INSTRUCTING AND SUPPORTING PARENTS

(IN WORDS OF RESPONDENTS)

Teacher's Roles i Respondents

Explain Teaching activities/tasks 13

Demonstrate teaching activities/tasks 13

Supervise home programming (on-going) 10

Conduct parent education meetings/workshops 9

Assist with referrals 5

Provide materials 4

Listen to parents, discuss anything 4

Maintain resource library 2 or less

Model effective teaching procedures in school 2 or less

Provide encouragement 2 or less

Provide written instructions 2 or less

Suggest alternative family scheduling 2 or less

Establish rapport and trust 2 or less

Provide counseling 2 or less

center programming for some of their students and home programming

for others.

Contact hours per child per week ranged trom one hour/week (2

respondents) to over 30 hours/week (8 respondents) with 20-30

hours/week being the most frequent response (35%). Twenty-five per-

cent saw their students less than 10 hours/week, while 25% saw them

10-20 hours/week. For programs which had a center component (86%),

the nature of its scheduling was also examined. Center schedules

39 34
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ranged from once a week for 2-3 hqurs (1 respondent) to five days

a week, all day (10%). In between was every possible combination.

In general, 14% checked,that their center program met a few half-

days per week, 37% indicated half -days every day, and 6% indicated

slightly below full-time. One program provided a center program

only twice a week but for the entire day, and one provided a center

component one hour every day. The latter was the smallest amount

of contacr time for preschoolers in a residential program. Four

respondents wrote that center scheduling for a child depended on

individual needs.

Room Arrangement

In answer to the question, "Is your room divided into dis-

tinct/separate learning areas?" 31% of respondents checked yes, 51%

checked "somewhat," and 8% checked no (10% did not respond). Table

17 lists the kinds of learning centers/activity areas which were

included in respondents' centers. The most frequent were a

reading/quiet area (657) and a manipulative materials area (637).

The !Last popular were a woodworking area (127,) and a science area

(10 %). Less than half the respondents indicated that their center

had a house/fantasy playlrea (49), art area (41%), sand/water

tenter (39%) block are (39;') or an outside area (317). Slightly

more than half (57'0 decked that their center had a separate space

for special one-to-one teaching or therapy, and 73% checked that

their room contained one or more tables which could accommodate all

the children for an activity. Of these, 63% indicated that such a

tr-ble was used often.

is
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TABLE 17

LEARNING CENTERS/ACTIVITY AREAS

,.... ----
Learning Center/Activity Area 7: Respondents

Rea4ing/Quiet Area 65

Manipulative Materials Area 63

Large Motor Area 53 '

Music Area 51

House/Fantasy Play Area 49

`.....

Art Area 4!

Sand/Water Center 39

Block Area 39

Outside Play Area 31

Woodworking Center 1:

Science Area 10

Other: Includes: 25

Circle/Language Area (l2)

Pre-academics

Whole Group-Sharing

Numbers

Infant Stimulation

Self-Care

Snack

Work Stations

Listening Center

Teaching Cente'

16
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Materials

When the toys/materials listed in question 36 (see Appendix A)

are categorized into curricular areas, the following results

emerge: manipulative materials such as puzzles, balls, and blocks

appeared the most frequently, with materials relating to art and

music activities ranking second. Preacademic materials followed.

The materials which appeared least frequently were roli playing and

make-believe materials such as puppets, dolls, dress-up clothes,

and housekeeping furniture; materials which foster largo motor do-

"elopment such as climbing apparatus; materials which foster

cognitive development (in addition to materials listed in other

categories) such as sand and accessories; and self-help/community

responsibilities materials such as student cubbiA and living or-

ganisms. This data is presented in Table 18.

the accessibility of toys /materials to the children is the

focus on Table 19. Only nine out of the 59 listed material-. were

checked by more than half the respondents as being at_ces,'fble to

1..beir students most of the tide. An additional 15 materials were

ched,rtb--5-CTi-507, of respondents as being akc,schlc. Material,

which were not checked accessible were chtkkd "available at the

discretion of the teacher." Table 19 shows that the ma)ockt% of

the most accessible material,' (417) were from the kategury of fine

motor /manipulative. Only one-,,i .th of the most ackcssible wore

from the ,-ole playing/make believe category, and one-eighth were

from the category called self-help community / responsibilities.

Assessment Procedure'

Table 20 lists assessment tools whiLli were reported b, three
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TABLE 18

USE OF MATERIALS

Curricular
% Respondents

Area Materials Indicating Yes

Fine Motor/
Manipulative

Art

Music

Preacademics

Bolt Playing/
Make Believe

Balls 92

--Wooden-Puzzles- 83
Small Blocks 81

Beads 79

Large Blocks 73

Stacking Rings 67

Table Top Trucks, Cars, Trains 67

Cardbook Puzzles 65

Infant Toys 59

Large Knobbed puzzles 53

Mechanical toys 41

-Tools 36

Paper 88

Scissors 88

Crayons 86

Clay/Play dough 80

Fingei Paints 77

Easel & paints 69

Collage Materials 53

Phonograph & Records 83

Tape Recorder 75

Tapes 73

Rhythms Instruments 71

Piano 28

Story books 19

Chalkboard 73

Filmstrips 69

Flannel Board 69

Math Materials 62

Books Prim?rs, Texts 56

Workbooks 49

Magnetic Board 30

Puppets 77

Dolls 63

Large cars, Trucks, Trains 39

Stuffed Animals 53

Drtss-up clothes 51

Hoosekeepin Furniture 45

Play Farm 43

Doll House 43

Play School or Hospital 35

Doll carriage/buggy 35

Puppet Theater 31

41
n
4.

38
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TABLE 18 (Continued)

Curricular
Area Materials

% Respondents
Indicating Yes

Large Motor

Cognitive
(excluding those
materials listed
above)

Self-Help/
Community
Responsibilities

Large Trucks, Cars, Trains
Climbing Apparatus
Scooters
Slide
Swings

Tricycle
Wagon

Sand & Accessories
Water -lay Toys

Cooking Materials
Student Cubbies
Plants

Live Animals

59

53

51

49

43

43

39

57

55

63

53

24

14

or more respondents as being part of their evaluation procedures.

The Peabody Picture Vocabulary lest heads the list with 767

checking this standarditA test. Only one other test was checked by

more than half the respondents, the Test for Auditory Comprehension

of Language (TACL, 57),). All other assessment instruments were

reportedly used by fewer than 507 of respondents. /able 21 cate-

gorize% all the tests listed by respondents; it indicates that the

most frequently checked tests were either developmental Checklists

such as the Portage Guide to Early Education or the Learning Accom-

plishment Profile (LAP) (frequency of 16), or tests designed to as-

sess language develipment such as the Peabody Pictur Voc diular\

lest, tli(. TALL, or the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts tfrequen.v of

15). The number of norm-referenced tests of intelligence (or de-

.

velopment), such as the Alpern-Boll Developmental Profile or the

Slosson Test of Intelligence, was 10, and the number of screening



TABLE 19

ACCESSIT:LITY OF TOYS/MATERIALS TO CHILDREN

/ 7. Respondents Curricular

Materials , Checked Accessible Area

Wooden Puzzles

Large Blocks

Library/story Books

Small Blocks

Dolls

Stacking Rings

Beads

Puppets

Paper

Crayons

Cubbies

Dress-up Clothes

Cardboard Puzzles

Stuffed Animals

( Ik .a(6

Large Trucks, Cars, Train,

Large Knobbed Puzzles

Balls

Housekeeping Furniture

Cooking Materials

Infant Toys

Plan

Clav/Plavdough

67 Fine Motor

63 Fine Motor

63 Preacademics

61 Fine Motor

55 Make Believe

53 Fine Motor

53 Fine Motor

51 Make Believe

SI Art

49 Art

:44 Self-help

49 Make Believe

44 Fine Motoi

44 Make Believe

Preacadenks

43 Fine Motor

43 line Motor

:3 line Motor

41 Make Believe

34

39 I me Motor

37 Make Believe

35 Art

instruments, ,u.h as the DIAL or DASI, was nine. The least fn.-

fluently checked assessment, in Table .1 tcure tests of social Je-

velopment and oreschool-h.vc1 evaluation procedures that meas,re

cognitive skills but ark not norm-referenced, such as Ordinal

Scales or Infant Pcschological Level ,pment (Uzgirts and Punt, 1975)
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TABLE 20

ASSESSMENT TOOLS USED BY RESPONDENTS

% Respondents

Assessment Tool Reporting Use

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) 76

Test for Auditory Comprehension of Lanuguage (TACL) 57

Boehm Test of Basic Concepts 49

- Checklist of own design 45

Portage Guide to Early Childhood 42

Developmental Indicators for the Assessment 41

of Learning (DIAL)

Preschool Language Scale 41

Developmental Activities Sequenced Inventory (DASI) 30

Peabody Developmental Mototr Scales 29

Sequenced Inventory of Communicative Development (SICD) 27

Illinois lest of Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA) 27

Denver Developmental Screening Test (DUST) 24

Alpern-Boll Developmental\Profile 24

Learning Accomplishment Profile (LAP) 22

McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities 22

Slosson Test of Intelligence 22

Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale 20

Bayley Scales of Infant Development 20

Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scales of Intelligence 20

(WPPSI)

Receptive-Expressive Emergent Language Scale 12

(REEL)

Brigance Inventory of Early Development 12

Bankson Language Screening Test 10

Behavior Characteristics Profile (BCP) 10

Merrill Palmer Scale of Mental Tests 8

Gesell Development Schedules 6

Carrow Elicited Language Inventory (CELL) 6

HaeusIermann's Developmental Potential of Preschool 6

Children

Meyer's Early Childhood Developmental Scale 6

Learning Accomplishment Profile-Diagnostic Edition (LAP-D)6

Ordinal Scales of Infant Psychological Development 6

41
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TABLE 21

"INMIIIMMW

CLASSIFICATION OF ASSESSMENT TOOLS

Category

% Respondents

Assessment Tool Report:-g Use

Developmental Checklist of own design 45

Checklists Portage Guide to Early EduCation 42

Learning Accomplishment Profile (LAP) 22

Total = 16 Brigance Inventory of Early Development 12

Behavior Characteristics.Profile (BCP) 10

Gesell Development Schedules 6

Meyer's Early Childhood Developmental 6

Scale
Marshalltown Project - Behavioral 4

Developmental Profile
Uniform Performance Assessment 4

System (UPAS)
Carolina Developmental Profile 2

Minnesota Child Development Inventory 2

Preschool Profile (University of 2

Washington)
Sewall Early Education Development (SEED) 2

Michigan Early Intervention Developmental 2

Profile
Callier-Azuza Scale for Deaf-Blind 2

Children
Education of Multi-handicapped Infants 2

(EMI)

Language PeabcdY Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) 76

Development Test for Auditory Comprehension of 57

Language (TAU)

Total = 15 Boehm Test of Basic Concepts 49

Preschool Language Scale- 41

Sequenced Inventory of Communicative 27

Development (SICD)

Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic 27

Abilities (ITPA)
Receptive-Expressive Emergent Language 12

Scale (REEL)
Bankson Language Screening, Test 10

Carrow Elicited Language. Inventory (CELL) 6

DevPlopmental Sentence Scoring (DSS) 4

Goldman-Fristoe Test of Articulation 4

Assessment of Children's Language 2

Comprehension (ACLC)
Lindamood Auu tory Comprehension Test 2

(LAC)

Token Test L. Children 2

Ski-Hi Receptive Vocabulary Test 2
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TABLE 21 (Continued)

Category

% Respondents

Assessment Tool Reporting Use

Norm-referenced
Tests of Intelli-
gence (or Devel-
opment)

Total = 10

Screening Tests

Total = 9

Motor
Development

Total = 7

Not Norm -

Referenced:
Cognitive

Total = 3

Alpern-Boll Developmental Profile
McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities
Slosson Tests of Intelligence
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale
Bayley Scales of Infant Development
WPPSI
Merrill Palmer Scale of Mental Tests

Draw-a-Man
WISC-R
Leiter Intelligence Test

DIAL

DASI
Denver Developmental Screening Test

(DDST)
Screening tool developed locally
Metropolitan Readiness Test for

Kindergarten
Inventory of Readiness Skills
First Grade Screening Test
Test for Ready Steps (Houghton

Mifflin)
Preschool Inventory

Peabody Developmental Motor
Scales

Berri Visual-Motor
Test of Visual-Motor Integrat.on
Checklist for Sensory Dysfunction &

Reflex Development
Gross Motor Development and Bobath
Milani-Comparetti Motor Development

Screening Test
Movement & Assessment of Infants

(University of Washington)

Haeussermann's Developmental
Potential of Preschool Children

Learning Accomplishment Profile-
Diagnostic Edition (LAP-D)

Ordinal Scales of Infant Psychological
Development (Uzgiris-Hunt S ales)

Social Vineland Social Maturity Scale

Development

Total = 1

24

22

22

20
20

20

20
8

2

2

41

30
24

6

4

2

2

2

2

29

2

2

2

2

2

2

6

6

6

2
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and Developmental Potential of Preschool Children (Haeussermann,

1958).

TABLE 22

RESPONDENTS' CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THEIR

TEACHING APPROACHES

Curricular Approach % Respondents

Combination of Behavior Management and Developmental 24

kill Areas

Detelopmental Skill Areas 18

Co bination of Behavior Management, Developmental Skill 10

Areas, and Psychodynamic

B avior Management 6

C gnitively-Oriented and Developmental Skill Areas 8

ognitivelv-Oriented, Developmental Skill Areas and 4

Behavior Management

Traditional Nursery School 4

Behavior Management, Montessori, and Cognitively-Oriented 2

Cognitively-Oriented and Psychodynamic 2

Developmental Skill Areas and Psychodynamic 2

Behavior Management nd Traditional Nursery School 2

Structured Language 2

Infant,.Neuro-developmental 2

Multi-cultural 2

Parenting Skills 2

Teaching Approach

Respondents' perceptions of their curricular approaches are

summarized in Table 22. Sixty-six percent of respondents ircluded

Developmental Skill Areas in their characterization of their cur-

riculum. Forty-t- ht percent included Behavior Management. Only

16% included Cognitively-Oriented, and only 14% included Psycho-

dynamic. Identifying one single philosophy as their teaching ap-
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proach was not common (less than one third); rather, the majority

of respondents indicated that their curriculum was comprised of

two or more different approaches. No respondent indicated that

their curricular approach was primarily Cognitively-Oriented, Psy-

chodynamic, or Montessori.

TABLE 23

RESPONDENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF CURRICULUM EMPHASIS

Area of Emphasis % Respondents

Language/Communication 31

Language. and Cognition 16

All Skill %reas Equally 14

Cognition 8

Sensory Motor/Perception 8

Language and Socioemotional Development 6

Socioemotional Development 4

Language, Cognition, and Sensory Motor 4

Language, Social and Sensory Motor 4

Language and Sensory Motor 2

Prevocational/Self-Help 2

Gross and fine motor 2

Respondents' perceptions of the emphasis of their curriculum

are shown in Table 23. With 63% checking it, Language/Communica-

tion was selected by more respondents than any other area of em-

phasis (this excludes the 14% who checked all areas equally). No

other single aLea was checked by more than 50% of respondents.

Cognition was mentioned as an area of emphasis by 28% and Sensory

Motor/Perception was included by 18%. Only 14% included Socioe-

mo'ional Development as an emphasis in their curriculum. Pre-
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academics were included in more than half of the respondents' pro-

grams. Table 24 lists the pre-academic areas covered by respon-

dents' curricula. Reading readiness was the mo t frequent res-

ponse (55%), with art and math following close y (49% each).

Social studies (18%) and science (12%) were included only a few

programs, and reading was checked by three responde is only.

Thirty-six percent of respondents did not respond or the ed "not

applicable" to the question on pre-academics.

TABLE 24

PRE-ACADEMIC AREAS INCLUDED IN CURRICULA

Pre-academic Areas Respondents

Reading, Readiness 55

Art 49

Math or Arithmetic 49

Music 47

La:iv:age Arts 39

Movement/Dance 29

Social. Studies or Our Community 18

Science 12

Reading 6

Curriculum kits and materials whict are produced commercially

were used by 59% of respondents. Of these 12% chP^ked that they

followed a curriculum closely, and 47% indicatA that they used

such curricula but altered them somewhat. Twenty-five percent had

access to commercially-produced materials but used them only some-



times, and 14% used them rarely. A list of the curriculum mate-

rials used in respondents' programs is found in Table 25. The

Peabody Language Development Kit and the Peabody Early Experiences

Kit (PEEK) were the clear favorites, with 15 and 14 respondents

respectively mentioning them. No other curricular material was

noted by more than six respondents. Table 26 provides a breakdown

of these curricula by subject matter. Kits and materials which are

designed to teach language skills were the most frequently men-

tioned (42 times). "Overall curricula," that is, curricula which

include all areas of development, were mentioned 16 times. Only

four of these were written specifically far infants and/or severely

handicapped children. The least frequently listed materials fall

under the heading of fine motor development aid, if we artificially

distinguish between language and cognitive skills, cognitive de-

velopment.

The data on activities in which the teacher played the primary

directing role and those in which children chose what they wanted

to do is presented in "able 27. These were open-ended questions

and the activities listed in this table are in the respondents' own

words. Teacher-directed activities clear' dominated the respon-

dents' progra-.,. The only two "child-directed" activities which

were mentioned by more than 5 respondents were free play and out-

side time. The length of the free play periods should be noted.

Only 3 respondents reported a free play period of more than 30 min-

utes. A milzh larger number. (12) indicated a 2i-30 minute free

play, but often these referred to 'arrival times, that is, many cf

the children did not arrive until well into the scheduled free play

period. In contrast to this limited number of child-directed ac-



TABLE 25

CURRICULUM MATERIALS LISTED BY RESPONDENTS

Curriculum Kits and Materials 0 Respondents

Peabody Language Development Kit 15

Peabody Early- experience Kit (PEEK) 14

DISTAR-Reading, Math and/or Language 6

Portage Guide to Early Childhood 6

Boehm Resource Guide for Basic Concepts (or CUP) 5

Planning Guide to the Preschool Curriculum (Chapel Hill) 3

Marshalltown Project-Behavioral Developmental Profile 3

Game-Oriented Activities for Language (GOAL) 3

Developing Understanding of Self and Others (DUSO) 3

Alphaphonics 3

Dubnoff 2

Sullivan Reading Program 2

Other 1 each

RADEA

Developmental Syntax Program

MWM for Visual Problei,

Santa Clara Inventory

Learning Language at Home

Learning Accomplishment Profile (LAP)

T.A. for Tots

DLM Photo Lab

Goldman-Lynch Sounds 6 Symbols Development Kit

Uniform Performance Assessment System (UPAS)

Education of Multi Handicapped Infants (EMI)

Wabash Center Curriculum

Adaptic

Montessori Materials

Lavatelli Materials for Seriation, Classification,

Measurement, and Space

Ready, Set, Go, Talk to Me (Environmental Language
Intervention Program)
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TABLE 26

CURRICULUM MATERIALS BY SUBJECT MATTER

Subje c. Matter Curriculum Kit or !1iterial # Respondents

Language
Development

Peabody Language Development Kit 15

Peabody Early Experiences Kit (PEEK) 14

DISTAR (lapguage) 4

Boehm Resource Guide for Basic Concepts 5

(or CUP)

GOAL 3

Developmental Syntax Program 1

Learning Language at Home I

Ready, Set, Co, Talk to Me 1

Total 42

"Overall" Portage Guide to Early Childhood 5

Curricula Planning Guide to the Preschool 3

Curriculum (Chapel Hill)

Marshalltown Project 3

RADEA 1

Learning Accomplishment Profile 1

Uniform Performance Assessment System 1

(UPAS)
Education of Multi-Handicapped Infants 1

(EMI)

Wabash Center Curriculum X
Total 16

Reading

-,0,1a/

Ovl rent

Fine Motor
Deve.opment

Cognitive
Development

DISTAR Reading 2

Alphaphonics 3

titilliyan Reading Program 2

Coldman-Lynch Sound 6 Symbol, 1

Development kit
lotal

Developing Understanding of Self 3

and Others (DUSO)

IA for Tots _l_

Total 4

Duonoff

Montessori Materials
Lavatelli Materials

Total 2.-

1

1

Total 2

rivities, 10 kinds of teacher-directed activities Were mentioned by

at leapt 10 respondents.
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The final tipic to be discussed in this section of teaching

approaches is the use of fielu trips in the preschool curricuIum.

Sixty-nine percent checked that they had either taken field trips

with their students or planned on taking some during the year.

TABLE 27 \

TEACHER-DIRECTED ACTIVITIES AND CHILDREN'S CHOICES

Teacher-Directed
Activities

Respon- Activities in which a Respon-

dents Children Make Choices aehts

Language 25 Free Play 27

Academics 18
5-15 minute, 9

20 minute. 3

One-to-one (Therapy or 16 25-30 minute, 12

Tutoring) 30-45 minutes 2

Snack/Meals 16
45 minutes 1

Gross Motor

Fine Motor

Music and Movement

Arrival/Opening Activit.

Reading Readiness

Story Time

Large Group

Home-based Activities

Rest Time

Math

Art'Creative Activities

Small Group

Writing

Tactile Stimulation

Work Time

16

12

12 Snack

12 Art /Creative Activities

10 Center Timc

10 iPhysical 1ducation

8 Music

8 Reading/Stor% 117-k

7 Order cif Activity (hone-

6
hatted)

Outside/Cross Motor/ 13

Recess

5
Choose one thing

4

3

3

3

4

Soci, Studies, Science, DISO 1

Slow d Tell

Cognitive Time

arrival

Reinforcement

3

3

1

1

Man.. .A th, rvmainin,!, 31 c.orked in programs which wcr, primaril

1,0m,-biased. that is, their 1..cekl% time with .: f .11110ren

Very luW, A few, however, taught in center -based progr2ms. Table
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TABLE 28

FLE'.D TRIPS

Destination of
Field Trip

n Respon- Destination of 2 or Fewer

dents Field Trip Respondents

Fire Station 19 Nursery/Greenhouse

Farm (including dairy, sheep, 14 Radio/TV Station

cattle farms) Skating

Park /picnic (including state, 13
city, and town parks)

Post Office

Library (including puppet 11
Train/Bus Depot

shows there) Nursing Home

Zoo 11 Theater

Grocery Store 8 Gas Station

Police Station 7 Sausage Making Plant

Fair/Winter sh,../ 6 Craamery

Fast food establishment 6 Car Dealer

(including ice cream joints) Hotel

Swimming 6
Chicken Hatchery

Shopping Center Cheese Plant

Nature Walk 5 Haircuts at Beaut\. Shop

Airpott 4
Coca Cola Plant

Museum ( including historit 4
State Capitol Building

sites)

Holvital 5
Produce Stand

local
Where Parents Work

Businesses

Restaurant S Flak

Bakery 4
Church

Pct Shop 3
Public School Ptocy,ram:,

Pumpkin Patch 3
Train Yards

:comes (Including the teacher's)3
Artist's Studio

Special Arts Festival

Swamp

Biology Room at High school

Circus

28 lists the places nith respondents visited with their student-,.

The most frequently menticned field trips were to the fire station,
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a farm (this included dairy farms, sheep farms, and cattle farms),

a park/picnic (this included state parks, city parks, and town

parks), the library (this included puppet shows at libraries), and

the zoo. The many other field trips are included in Table 28 be-

cause, although not mentioned by a large number of respondents, the

places represent a wealth of ideas for other preschool teachers.

Needs of leachers

Data gathered on needs of respondents and their programs in-

dicated that approximately half the respondents (46 ) felt their

training was adequate and the other half (i1-) felt that it was

"somewhat adequate." Only one person checked no, that her training

was not adequate. Areas identified as being high priority for fur-

ther training are listed in Table 29. No single area ranked ex-

tremelx higher than the others, but two, teaching the blind/visu-

ally unpaired and tta,bing tile deaf/hearing impailkd, acre checked

tr. mare respondents than in topic. It ,hould 1 c mcntioned

roar , who had h, d t t

adequatc also ,he(ked some areas for further training.

A,ked .snout the adequa% of their program's siak., tiro, uid

staff, respondents did not Lhe..1. "too much" on in item. the ,ere

split roughl., 1n half ("too little" vs. "adequate ") ,,ver

miniatrative sudport, their time available for work with pirklit,,

and Ch. adequa... .4 their staff. tift%-nine p(n.cnt felt that flu

time tfac. had witl. t1,e .nildrtn was adequate. lahlk 30 picscnt..-;

this data. The needs of Clair staff was explored Curt! r, and

"link 31 contains ti results to this stion. A sptedlilanyuage

theranl,t was id, 'led as being needed iv 37 of respondents.

Fiche.- an additional tiff member or more time fr.'m existing one
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TABLE 29

AREAS FOR FURTHER TRAINING

IDENTIFIED BY RESPONDENTS

Areas for Further Training 'X Respondents

Teaching the Blind/Visually Impaired

Teaching the Deaf/Hearing impaired

Curriculum Design

Assessment

th Handicapped Child

Teaching the Severely Handicapped Child

Creative Activitiv-;

Behavior Management

Child Development

1LPS

t'orkt,nt with Parent -5

Rading

!,,t

nt

%)t. r:,

36

34

30

27

27

25

22

18

16

12

12

2 t 11

Pre-,,pt r,kt :01111 t a .;* ht and

tve Att ivit le,

1mpul.civt Childrtuk'-uu ,k/1 `Salad, tkd cuildrkh

1, 1 . k t, w.d lot t it 1 e

t r., nt I nd 1, It I. Ind of

't rt dk d tither in the kI tea, h

nirent ,,adknt voluntkkrs. Mork than hal; 07 1 of ti. it

hikkd that thtir urritulum was .1dCqUat t t d and
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convenient to implement. Thirty-seven percent answered this ques-

tion with a "somewhat" and 47% checked "no". Six percent did not

respond.

TABLF 30

PROGRAM NE"DS

Too Little Adequate Too much

Space 37" 61' 0

Time -Tent with children 37- 59' J)

Time available for work with
parents

51 0

Staff )3

Administrative -rapervi-.10n 111,!

rapport

55 53 0

The final quo-tion rot trdtrn: tht need-. of North Daitota', por-

-wnnol in pro-tthool handttappod ttlattd to tit tr Intcr.iLtion, t.ith

other prott-,sionak in the tiold. rtirtv-fivt pcitont thk tk

,pondont-t tht,htd that Cic, did ,1,t intoratt Informa:1% on u-

Lir 1).1,-.1s with tc icht r- of ht r pro,: ' 01;117 rt in, "1

handl, appod 1,11t. r( cot inditatcd that intcr-

atticn- )tturrtd t.ith otlo othor prott-o-ional, ,nuked othr

ptr-rannt1, and 2. thotkd r more. In other onk 50 ,A

tit rk,povdtots !hid ttrul tr ,,pprtunitit, dt,th-,-. tht it toathin:

wtn -,oro thy) on, thtt pr, tos,,I,nal in prv,khool handlkapt.d.



TABLE 31

NEEDS FOR ADDITIONAL STAFF

Staff Member % Respondents Identifying Need

Speech/Languag.2 Therapist

Teacher Aide or Volunteer

Occapational Thtrapist

37

35

29

Teacher 29

Physical Therapist. '16

School P-vehologast 12

SupervisJr 10

Nurse.
8

Social Worker 6

Other:

redJlitr of Emotionally Dit.turbed

Tutor
leacher in Learning Disabilities
Developmental Disabilities Coordinator
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IV. DISCUSSION

The results of this survey provide a comprehensive picture of

early childhood/special education programs in one state of the na-

tion., Since North Dakota is not an extremely reactionary of pro-

gressive state in either politics or education, the study's results

should be representative of the state of the art in many other

sttes as well. In general, the findings revepl no horrors, nor do

they discover any exemplary programs. Rather, the picture is one

of dedicated professionals doing their best with the resources that

are available in this relatively new field. In some programs the

resources are quite adequate;, in others their absence is felt.

In this section, interpretations of the results will be pre-

sented along with a discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of

he programs as revealed by the survey data. Although some of the

shortcomings identified may be due to forces beyond the ordinary

teacher's control (such as an agency's budget or its policies),

many are related to curriculum and the actual practice of teaching

young handicapped children. It is hoped that this discussion will

serve as "food for thought" for those involved In such teaching.

The data gathered on the population of children being served

by preschool handicapped programs contained few surprises. The

predominantly rural nature of tne state appears to be reflected in

the high number of respondents who served fewer than 10 children,

the small number of children of any one handicapping condition in

any one program, and the extremely small number of children with
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low incident handicapping conditions. It seems appropriate, how-

ever, to raise a question about the 437 of respondents who were not

serving severely handicapped children. Was this due to an actual

low incidence of severely handicapped preschoolers: Was it the re-

suit of a reluctance on the part of teachers to label young chil-

%

dren as severely handicapped? Or was it a result of a lack of

availability of qualified staff prepared to teach children who

function below a one or two year developmental level? Are there

severely handicapped preschoolers in the stare who are not being

served because services for preschool children are only permissive,

not mandatory in North Dakota? This is an iiportant area which

warrants further investigation.

The addition of preschool-aged children to North Dakota's state

institutions was evidenced in the data on population. Although

almost all the programs surveyed were non - categorical, residential

programs at state institutions showed populations limited to single

handicapping conditions. It will be interesting to nt-v if these

residential preschool programs expand over the next few years or if

local programs around the state will become more capable of edu-

cating preschoolers with low incidence handicapping conditions.

The most glaring point found in the data on children being

served was that, at the time of the study, the overwhelming ma-

jority of preschool handicapped programs fn the state did not in-

clude nonhandicapped children. Nor is there any evidence to sug-

gest that this segregation of preschoolers has changed since this

study was completed. It is particularly distressing to note the

meager number of public school programs (3 out of 18) which at-

tempted to mainstream their preschoolers. Is the placing of pre-
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school handicapped programs under the office of special education

causing this exclusion of nonhandicapped children? Are the people

, in de_ision-making roles not aware of the valLe of mainstreaming

young children? Are leachers? Convincing arguments for inte-

grating handicapped and nonhandicapped preschoolers, which are

available elsewhere (Bricker, 1978; Guralnick, 1978; Turnbull and

Blacher-Dixon, 1980), convey clearly the benefits which arise out

of this mixture of young children. It is most unfortunate that at

an age in which social development is at least, if not more, crit-

ical than other ar,,.as of development (Johnson and Johnson, 1980),

preschoolers are being denied this opportunity for crucial social

Interactions.

The second major concern to stem from this study relates to

the , o: the children being served. Hie data indicated strongly

that 1) children below the age of three were -served by only a few

programs; and 2) children who were three and four '.ears old were

served more than infants and toddlers but less than those who were

kindergarten age. The first finding, although very distressing,

was expected. Services fur zero-three are not mandated in North

Dakota and P.L. 94-142 has done nothing to charwe that. Neither

public schools nor Headstart programs will serve children younger

Than three. Only the mental health centers and one residential in-

stitution were serving this population at the time of the survey.

Hopefully recent funding decisions at the state level will encour-

age more programs to serve children of this age. What was sur-

prising, however, was that although services to three, four, and

five-year-olds were increased by Preschool Incentive monies, it ap-

pears that many programs chose to concentrate on the five-and six-
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year-olds, neglecting elle true preschoolers in the process. The

reasons for this are not clear. Regardless, if early intervention

is to be effective, efforts will have to be made to identify and

serve children no later than their third birthday.

Taken as a whole, the data on staffing patterns and support

personnel were impressive. A substantial number of respondents

seem to have had access to a variety of support personnel and at

least some paraprofessional assistance. A notable finding, how-

ever, was that support personnel were providing services much more

frequently to children directly than through consultations with

teachers. This may be the one major deficiency in the provision of

support services. Consultations of quality and regularity repre-

sent one key to providing consistent and ther2fore, more effective,

programming.

A second notable finding relates to the use of the so-

cial worker. Not unexpectedly, the frequency of programs uti-

lizing a social worker was low. However,, with few exceptions,

the social worker was not listed as a high priority need. ibis

raises questions about the present role of the social worker,

teachers' perceptions of her role, and her possible future role

in preschool programs. With increasing involvement of parents

in their children's education, and the (long over-due) consider-

ation of the complex needs of families of children newly diagnosed

as handicapped, there is a real need for some professional to as-

sume the role of contact person, counselor, and advocate. Pre-

school teachers do not have sufficient time to give parents (as

made evident in Table 30), and social workers represent excel-
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lent alternatives, particularly with Oeir training in commun-

ication skills, counseling, and the lega rights of children.

The one discipline providing support services which stood out

above all the others was speeLh/language therapy. Of the respon-

dents, 88% indicated that a speech therapist participated in their

program, with 75% of these checking that the speech clinician

served the children frequently (at least two to three times per

week). This is the i-thest percentage in the entire study, and it

is significant when examined in relation to other data. Tests for

language development were reportedly used by more respondents than

any other category of standardizeo tests. The reader will recall

that the three most frequently used ac essmen' Instruments were the

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, the Test for Auditory Compre-

hension of Language (TACL), ;Id the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts,

all easy-to-administer measures of rec,-)tive language. The number

of curriculum kits and materials which focused on language far

exceeded any other category of curricular material mentioned by re-

spondents. Again, the most popular curricular materials were lan-

guage-related--the Peabody Language Development Kit and the Peabody

Early Experiences Kit (PEEK). Furthermore, language/communication

was checked as a major emphasis of their curriculum b.: 63% of re-

spondents, higher than any other curricular area. This group of

data leads to the conclusion that children's language was the major

focus of most preschool handicapped programs in North Dakota.

it is difficult to determine whether this language emphasis is

pedagogically sound or an unhealthy skewing of the curriculum.

There are several possible explanations for it. The most obvious,

of course, is that delays in language development represent the
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most prevalent problem among the preschool handicapped population

being served. Certainly speech/language services are needed by

many young children in addition to those identified as speech/lan-

guage delayed; children with physical handicaps, hearing impair-

ments, multiple handicaps, or overall developmental delays often

benefit from. speech/language intervention. And it follows that if

language is identified as a major area of concern, tests and cur-

ricula designed to facilitate the establishment of language will be

utilized.

Howeer, although this explanation is logical and at least in

part supported by the data, the question arises: is language de-

velopment so important that it warrants greater attention than

motor development, cognitive development, or s)cial development.'

Other factors which may account for this trend must be considered.

A number of programs in this survey were staffed by individuals

trained as speech theralists, not teachers. With little or no

training in other areas of development, were these personnel un-

intentionally focusing on language at the expense of other areas of

development? A similar question can be asked of those teachers

whose training and experience were primarily in special education.

With their strong background in working with school-aged children,

were they emphas-zing lai4;tiage because it is the closest area of

the curriculum to academics? Or is the explanation simply that

more curricular and assessment materials are available in the area

of language than any other developmental area? The answers to

these questions are beyond the scope of this st,,cly but they suggest

an important topic for further research into preschool curriculum.

The staff needs presented in the final section of the survey
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warrant serious consideration. A speech therapist, teacher aide,

occupational therapist, and/or additional teacher were specified as

being needed by approximately one third of the respondents. While

tht majority of respondents appeared to be adequately served by

each of these professionals, those that are not cannot be over-

looked. This is especially important for the Headstart programs.

In several areas of the state, parliculailv on the Indian reser-

vations, Headstart is the only available service for preschool

handicapped children. They are all understaffed and seriously need

teachers or tutors with some training in early (htlAood/special

education.

Another problem Identified by this study which Lolls for close

attention was the lack of opportunity for more than one third of

the preschool handicapped personnel to interact regularly with

r

other professionals in their field. This problem is highlighted

because it is more serious than most people realize and because it

is one of the easier ones to rectify. As noted before, many teach-

ers of preschool handicapped children who were surveyed did not

have extehsive preparation in teaching Young children. Nor did

they have supervisors with that kind of training. Contact and con-

versation with their colleagues was the one alternative many of

them had for professional development. It is reassuring to learn

that at least »8% of the respondents had regular opportunities to

discuss their work with two or more colleagSes. On the other hand,

it is to the children's disadvantage that 17% had regular inter-

actions with only one other professional in preschool handicapped

and that 35Z had no such interactions.

A superficial examination of the data would suggest that these
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results were predictable considering the rural nature of the state.

A cl ser examination, however, reveals some interesting findings.

Four respondents who indicated no regular professional interactions

were not from rural areas of the state but from urban areas. Their

isolation was apparently due to other reasons. The other four who

had no regular interactions were employed at residential schools.

The isolation of staff, then appears to be one more problem facing

state institutions. These re.,ults support the notion that special

conventions or informal meeting times on a statewide or regional

basis seed to be arranged for personnel serving young handicapped

children. Possibilities for such activities exist at the annual

state conventions of the North Dakota Association for the Education

of Young Children (NDAEYC) and the state Council for Exceptional

Children (CEC). Other possibilities for bringing together per.on-

nel in preschool handicapped programs include organiz)ng a 1,atv

chapter of the Division of Early Childhood (DEC) of the Council for

Exceptional Children, or utilising resources frm the Department of

Public Instruction and/or Protect P.H.I.N.D. (Preschool Handicapped

Instruction in North Dakota), the t'ruver,.ity of North Dakota's

personnel preparation project in preschool handicapped for special

inservice activities.

A definiiie strength of North Dakota's preschool handicapped

programs which emerges from this study is the process of involving

parents in their preschoolers' education. Every respondent claimed

some regular contact with parents, end only a small number (5) in-

dicated that these were infrequent. The large majority saw them-

selves devoting a substantial amount of time to parents, and close

to half indicated that they would like more time to work with

6



parents.

The nature of their contacts with parents is also promisirg.

Informal discussions on the telephone and at children's homes, and

note., and newsletters ,ant hone engaged almost as many respondents

a- the required 11-P/Ploeement meeting. The lists of teachers'

expectations of parents and of the teacher's role in the parent-

teacher relationship contain several additional lsinds of contact,

and suggest that i-Anu preschoo4 teadiers are aware of the special r

role parent, of uoung handicapped khildren Lan In their

child', edukoti.n, In addition to the familiar prafile, of parents

earr..Ine. out prt,fribed teaching task, at home, the lists include

setal unkommon Ind creative ideas ,ukh as ,uggesting alternative

larri% t ,
help parent, akeommodate a khild's ,ietial

netd,, and nklpIng ; trent, to interact informal le and pia\ with

the.',1r thild -11 a dill). basis.

* effort lee rkpr,ent derinite 1-1-

provepent ,oar plevious Ittitude, iuards parent,. pre-

ho 1 pro. r, 0.e 1 even }Ivater otI 1, At t, parent of Lan.-

d 1 tten rt. nt f t,t akfate ,, or

lig:C.47.1W 01 Id', ,pe, :al need, that hi Id at-

h ,1 for the fir,t time, in this .a,k, the

,hi I] 1, libelled "handicapped" or plaktd in a

indi, qv, ,1" 1,roj.11-arl an he a verc fragile irk, for parent,. J

b

line in whith kommunikation and support are esseVal. lhe refultfe,

t this studs, however, suggest that only a feu' programs are

helping parent, in this regard. Providin) information to parents

'through sue', a,..tivitie, a, A resource library or group mtcting,,

ut Ch ha, been 'Mown tz. be effective and highl.. valued (litlre and

h')
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Trohanis, 1976; Turnbull and Blacher-Dixon, 1980) does not stand

out as a high priority. Less than half the respondents showed in-

volvement in these kinds of activities, and, it 1, important to

note, several of these respondents came from the same program.

That is, the most extensive parent program represented in this

study was based at one of the largest preschool programs in the

state. This finding suggests a second conclusion regarding parent

education programs - -that there is "strength in numbers". A larger

student population and consequently, a larger parent population and

larger staff may make a parent education program more feasible.

While a small program has the advantage of personalized attentli,n

to all children and parents, a larger program presents more opport-

unities fir group efforts.

An even smaller number of respondents identified activities

which provide emot&al support to parents or which help parint.,

cope with the chill% realitie, of having a handliaptid ,held in tic

family as a component of the servicis provided by their pit gram.

Apparently, most parents art "on their own" a, far ds is

concerned. Ihis contrasts sharpl% with the nods ixpris-e

parents in the literiture (rurnbull & Turnbull, 1q78). It i.ould ta_

worthwhile to pursue this issLe and invcalgit, chi teal (It.,t-

iveaess of Nortn Dakota's parent programs in ynt,tlininj the par-

ents themselves.

the data on parent involvement begins to suggest an outilni of

the picture of curlicalum in North Dakota's piesihool progrim,.

the reader will riiall that the most frequent exo_qtatIon of par-

ents and teaLhcrs rslated to task - orienteu ru,tructo n.

lasing with children and arranging for their intitaction- (with
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either adults or other children) did not rank highly. These trends

are confirmed b. the data on curriculum. Both respondents' per-

Leptions of their teaching approaches and the data on room arrange-

mynt, teaching and lsss-Jae:,. .ityrii1,, and the tot, of the tea.h-

er support the conclusion that preschool prosrams in North Ilakota

rel. heavil. on behavioral technolog. and neglect the concerns of

cognitive, sociil, and ps. chod.ramic theorists.

In most of the programs revieW,esd in this study the teacher was

viewed as the major change agent. leacher control of activities and

children's behavior was seen as crucial for the establishment of

-111, in which children acre deficient. Flits deficit-learning ap-

p: , , of an. specIII eduiatIon programs, Lend, to

focus on 1 child's weaknesses rather than his strengths. Efforts

1.-e directed it rtmediating those weaknesses as directly as pos-

sible. `.bus. curricula such as OISIAR, the Peabod. kits, and RADE\

Lo,e2 by several preschool programs; most programs that encour-

a,sed parents ti work uith their children at homy emphasized car-

ts InJ out specific activities prescribed by the teacher (si\ re-

jsondynts, In fi,t, chose the word "drill" to de,.cribes their ex-

pectations of patents); room arrangements, accessibility of ma-

teritls, and 21.1. schedules were such that the teacuer wis in full

control of the clato,room activities. The vAtensi.( list of ac-

tivities directed primaril. by the teacher (see lable 27) supports

OA, interprctitions of the data.

Even more revealing was the small amount of time allotted for

tree j,lay. Only a little more than half the respondents indicated

that their daily schedule included free play, and of these, only a

small number had set asid' a sufficiently lengthy period 9f time

hi



for free play. free 1,11V emer)1,e, from the data as a tint- filler, a

non-disruptive activity which kept the children involved while the,

t..aited for other children to arrive go to the bathroom. It was

viewed as a brief intermission, a r,lief, from the "real" /earning

activities. In few programs did it stand as a valued and integral

part of the t.urrieulum. (hildren's plat. as a whole was secondary to

other, more school oriented goals such AS reading readiness or lin-

guage remediat ion.

Similarly, other basic tenets of a cognitively-based curric-

ulum were missine!, fro, most of the programs surveyed. Concrete

experience, with real objects, opportunities to make choices and

develop decision-making skills, and opportunities for problem

solving were not priorities in rest of the programs studied. Inc

reader will note, for example, the extremely small numbti of re-

spondents who Indicated the present,: of a live plant er animal in

their program. the teacher-dirtittd bias is ,1,id,nt in

Table 27 which contrast. aitivitie, in which the ti ildr,n id op-

pirtuniti,s to mak, ,hoi es. few respondent- Indic ittd that theii

clildren were asked -o mike choices In such nonaiadcmic u tiy-

ities is snack art creative ait,vit , and ru,I,

the 4 it , n roor irr ,11,, tits ilao point, to t, n i c r- dlti,tted

emphasis. man% respondent-, r,port,d the of

a,tivit% areas in their proimrams, these seemed limited t,, tf, rc

cunfenlent readlin,',quiet Arta and manipulative material ire,t.

Both of this, activit% .cnt,rs call for sent whit quiet, ofitir%

it t 1 vl . Arc is will= it irt more "me'-o." and Wit i ii en, oUrag, n re

Intvra,tions and plx., such as a houselmake-b,licve area

art area or block arta, wen noted fewtr than hilf the respon-
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dent,. A in .,r, which enk_ourages exploration and experi-

ment it ion, k i, I ludt d in f, r thin I-) of rebrondent -,,' programs.

Data on the let.e25s1b11LL \. of 'al Children', opportunit les

tor mak holt, dur int tin. day, ind the usNot a largo table to

i,...0mmodatt .ill the ,hi support the not ion that mc-f of the

curricula are not learning tenter bast d,

ttridenc- awai from plav and so( ial Inrerai t Ions is par-

t t rout, t some on, id,. red in re! it I0n .(111ar

emphasis on lang,Ligt* dl'eussvd above. A iteavtl te_,I1 her-dirk.k t ed

r, at I, k'n hi ldren', language with the teats,-A., not on

tun. t 1 11.11 ommuni, at ion with other , hildren or adult,. lbis ton -

t rast harp I is ....Rh tilt euritut views 01 language nit, 1 \nut in t.x

i,ri lt rs in the t 1 d a, Brl,ke, and ( ai 1 son (1980),

"ahone% and Wt 1 it r (19)0) .111t1 hi, ft 11/111, h ( 1980) . 1,` 11.1Phr.1,C

'4.1}/ONt 1,:t. 11,r, ''- 1 it t 01`11-41111, at ion" does 11.,I ,ipp it to 1),

"Ow ,,rt l.r11 nt it ltin) lan1;(1.0.,c int rye nt ion" be 1'),' pl 4,N' 1dt d

t pre h,,e1 nro r ins t c ,mi lar , Ban,q. (1979)

t 1,n It iv, 1,, Irf1111 1 it i it Ir .Irdk r t. , h

" I an. itac, t fat t .11 , 1.11, .end t 11, 1 i/.,11!, 111( 114( t

las rast , not I.. r I nr t I, I 'I.' ippro.i, I t ".1,1,

t, tkrit, a 1,r, A o 1 pro., rams it. tilt- tud,.

I t inn t t 1,11 t t11. 1V1. 1110 sq 1,11 11111 urn 1 4111,1,1,1 I t

It it I't '1i,, 01 t lit it h ani rot,

1,i I in 1iut. 1 'Ii t and .,111 I,. II), 111(1. d 1111 1 Led, rare, 1, 111

Ilk 1r , fl, ita. t triz it loll 't t ir tut rt, ulurt. pto Mitt

r tin tt.i, t nt 1,11, 11 t, 1,111 I 1,,41 as in tr, i,f

in tl..- kr 1 urri, ulum snd nit d so. iotrfet 1011,11 d, .
111 ont rast t ht, of rt,..p,,nd, nt In.', .
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developmental skill areas in their characterization of their cur-

riculum, and developmental checklists were reportedly used by mote

respondents than any other kind of assess- procedure. There

appear,, then, to b11,---come focus en child development in the pre-

school programs studied. It is the auth, 's opinion, however, that

developmental skill areas have been used in only a narrow sense,

for a superficial categorizing and sequencing of ;kills to he

taught. This is certainly the case with the majority of develop-

mental checklists used by the respondents. The Portage, 1..\1',BCP.

Marshalltown, and ' "AS arc all behaiordll%-oriented curricula

whiih utilize developmental skill areas in this limited wa, While

these ihe,klists are extremely valuable in their own right, their

use does not suggest a developmental perspective.

the reasons for this general behavioral teaching style are not

difficult to deduJe. Although many respondents are rclativel%

the titld earl% ihildhood handicapped (sae fable 7), more

thin two thirds nave been teaching in some field for tour tars or

more. rhe t.nden.% ,)1 puhl.c s,hools has ken to hire individuals

from speci.il edUCat rt. Ylliar Cdth at-10/1, to fill posit ions in

re tiool handl app,d (s ink Ind i idu.t1 s trained tit preschool

hifidi, a p.,1 ire limited ua number). en,,equtnt , l,itzc number

res ndent. r, ived their formal tl, inri.; and prior tea, hing

in spy( Lai edu,,tion speaking, trains

)ttnietts to -4 IP and pros rmptive -teiil in).,, not in method',

eTI,j1.1 ,lit f,,, li itat ion of Ogni t IVY and sot 1,11 d,el,,p--

I; pr a, h ,up, rvising I CZ+ also if fe, t, pr,,y,r on

,err 1 ui,l, end 11,1111i1. r 1 r, spondents who c,. re ,,upervi,-,. d by

iii f duk at ion in Cho, put,12.4. s< 11,>01`, 1

itl
,
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sidering these tactots of prior training, previous teaching exper-

ience, and the general philosophy of supervising agencies, it comes

aa no surprise that North Dakota's preschool handicapped programs

are more behavioral in nature than cognitively- and socially-

oriented.

As noted in the review of the literature, however, the field

of early childhood handicapped has been developing in recent years

into an unusual blend of traditionally opposing viewpoints. The

precision and accountability concerns of special education have

been mingling with the social and cognitive concerns of early

childhood education. fhe reader will recall the quotation from

Anastaslow (19811 included in section 11:

...leachers need to understand that handicapped children

have more in common with normal children in terms of

basic needs than is currently believed, particularly in

the irta-, of emotional development Ind the need for

creative nlay...(p. 278).

7ne .sift that Anastasiow writes about is not %et evident in

the programs reviewed in this stud!,. Neither of the aforementioned

"ba:. ac nted," v:1,,, paid much altention hv most of the program-, bur-

veved. the rclative unimportance of play and social interactions

was suggested by the extremely small number of programs which in-

ttyrited ',.aiditapped preschooler,' with t'keir novhandicapped peers

ama i, highlighted by the data on material; and daily chednling.

laterials for r,akt-relieve pia or role playing were noted b r.-

spondont, kon,,iderabl: le,-,s frequently than materials for fink_

motor development and prea,ademic,,. Furthermore, in most programs,

material,. for mike-believe plan were available only at the dis-

_retion of the teachr. c,aad and water play materials were <1,111-

able in half the respondent-'' program,' but were acce-,,title to thl!-
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dren in less than 25'Z of their programs.

Thr ap between the trends in the literature and the state-of

the-art in the field encompasses more than Just teaching styles.

The most sensitive and valuable assessment procedures developed

for preschool handicapped children (many in recent years) were In-

cluded in pitifully few programs as reported by respondents. Only

six people reported using the Brigance Inventory of Early Develop-

ment, for example, and a total of three mentioned Haeussermann'

ivelopmental Potential of Preschool Children, the Learning Accom-

plishment Profile-Diagnostic Education, and Uzgiris and Hunt's Ordi-

nal Scales of Infant Psychological/Development. Although norm-

ceforemed tests were considerably more popular, two of ,he most

,appropriate of these for young children--the Bayley Scales of In-

fant Development and the Merrill Palmer Scale of MLlital Iests--were

used by fe,.er thin 20 of respondents. Helpful scales of motor de-

velppment, such as the *Itlani-Comparetti, were r,T,/lted by onl% one

re-,pondent.

One rk a:-..on tor this ma% be the fact that mo,-.t. of Oa

es nt s are not availdblk from major publiahin Ilou In ad-

dition, the assessments be Haeu-,sermann and U7riti and Hunt nit

ye di/ "uraged t ea( her s situ a the` ire not avai 1 a1,1, to kit form,

Anoint r l,,s ih Y cxi.lanatten 15 that r.any teachers uerk not at%art.

//1 thec uoe "event lona I .1,, DC' Airld flek d to update the(

t ra I., t -one. pt 1"/ Ilt did ehcek th,it th/ tt t r,1111111" b.ls 0111%

,omtuhat adkquit(," and 27 indiatkd that thuu would like :urther

In thu results on assessment tool,"

nowev/.r, it ',.ould se,r) that a i,r,ater ,umber ucuid benefit fleas

,uch tralnitb,.



A final issue of concern related to the educational programs

provided to severely handicapped preschoolers. As noted earlier in

this section, there is some question about the number of severely

handicapped preschoolers being served in North Dakota. Of equal

importance is the nature of the euucation available to those se-

verely handicapped children who are receiving services. The data

on assessment and curricular materials is particularly weak in the

area of the severely handicapper The two most popular curricular

kits in this study (the Peabody Lanaiage Development Kit and the

PEEK) and most of the other curricular materials mentioned by re-

&pondents teach at a level much higher than the functioning level

of most severely handicapped preschoolers. The Uniform Performance

Assessment System (LPAS) developed by White, Edgar, and Haring at

the University of Washington, and the Education of Multi--andi-

capped Infants (EMI), developed at the demonstration project at the

Lnive sity of Virginia Medical Center, are two curricula which are

appropriate for this population; they were reportedly used by two

and one respondent respectively. While the availability of mater-

ials for severely handicapped preschoolers 1,, limited, there are

several (the UPAS and KMI, for example) which are informative,

comprehensive, and inexpensive. The use of such materials would

help preschool teachers ,elect developmentally appropriate object-

ives and design effective educational programs for their severely

handin-aped students. Teachers would also benefit from inservice

training in this particular area.

It is hoped that this study has shed some light on the needs

and shortcomin,. of services being provided young handicapped

children in the state of North Dakota, Since identification of a
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problem is a necessary prerequisite for change, the research re-

sults will hopefully serve as a catalyst for close examination and

review of existing programs b) the professionals responsible for

them. This is particularly important at the present time because

many of North Dakota's piograms were set up on a temporary or ex-

perimental basis and are ourthe verge of comfortably settling into

these "ad hoc" services without tht in-depth analysis and discus-

sion which should precede such a step. In addition, for those dis-

tricts or agencik,s which are contemplating establishing preschool

servItes, the information ploviied by this study will hopefully
11*.

contribute to their efforts at providing the best possible services

to young handicapped children.
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Southcentral "(ma! Health (,enter, Jamestown

S:suthcentral Prairie Special Education, Napoleon and Steele

Southeast Mental Health Center, lirgo
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Turtle Mountain Headstart
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Appendix C
Geographic Distribution of Programs Servi ng 'Preschool Handicapped Chl Wren 1979-19K
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